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Abstract
The CNOSSOS-EU method is recommended in Europe for environmental noise prediction. In regards to road traffic,
it includes vehicle noise emission models implicitly referring to internal combustion vehicles. The development of
electrically driven vehicles calls for the future consideration of these vehicles in prediction models. On the basis
of experimental data, the study reported in this paper proposes a noise emission model for extending CNOSSOS-
EU to light electric vehicles. Correction terms to be applied to the propulsion noise component are determined.
Investigations on a sample of tyres with good rolling resistance performance, which is a main tyre selection criterion
on these vehicles, indicated that no correction is required for the rolling noise component. Differences between the
noise emission from conventional vehicles and electric vehicles are discussed for several road surfaces. Owing to the
limited vehicle sample as well as transitional statements, this new model for electric vehicles running at constant speed
over 20 km/h should be considered as a first step towards the definition of this vehicle technology in CNOSSOS-EU.
Keywords: electric vehicle, vehicle noise, propulsion noise, rolling noise, noise prediction, CNOSSOS-EU, tyre
label
1. Introduction
In European countries, road traffic noise is indicated by citizens as one of the main nuisances. It also proves
to be the major source of population noise exposure both inside and outside European urban areas [1]. To add to
the discomfort and annoyance in common life situations, its harmful impacts on long-term health are now widely
acknowledged [2, 3]. The European Directive 2002/49/EC has been constructed as a policy instrument to assess5
and manage environmental noise [4]. Among several objectives, it aims at developing prevention and reduction of
environmental noise, in particular regarding road vehicles and infrastructure. Further to the legislation limiting the
noise emission of motor vehicles and tyres [5, 6], the development of vehicles using electric traction — either purely
electric vehicles (EVs) or hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), the latter including range-extender electric vehicles —
potentially provides an additional opportunity for a reduction in environmental noise from vehicles. First designed10
and promoted for their quality in terms of air pollution control within cities, their use is definitely increasing on
European road networks too. This expansion is supported by the electric range improvement (battery performance
and durability) and the increasing offer of recharging stations on road networks. In parallel, financial support for
green vehicle purchase granted by several State members and the commercial offers proposed by some manufacturers
encourage the electric fleet development, even though its share of the overall vehicle fleet still remains low [7].15
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Noise-related research on these vehicles has been mainly focused on urban situations, generally regarding safety
aspects related to their low-noise emission and the ensuing awkward audio detectability in usual urban traffic back-
ground noise, less frequently considering environmental noise impact. As an example to this latter design the Eu-
ropean project City Hush considered “acoustically green road vehicles”and proposed noise criteria for the access of
vehicles in quiet zones in cities [8]. For fairly detailed literature reviews, the reader is referred to the references [9] and20
[10]. To date, little attention has been devoted to the noise impact of electrically powered vehicles on national roads
from a physical and quantitative point of view. Standardized environmental noise prediction relies on assessment
methods considering exclusively noise emission data from internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. However, the
harmonized European method CNOSSOS-EU (Common NOise aSSessment methOdS) offers, in advance, an open
vehicle category, available for possible future needs such as new vehicle technologies [11]. Also, some noise emission25
data based on one specific range extended electric vehicle was proposed for completing the American standardized
assessment method (REMEL) in ref. [12].
The present paper proposes noise emission data for considering light electric vehicles in the harmonized European
prediction method CNOSSOS-EU, which describes the recommended framework for strategic noise mapping under
the Environmental Noise Directive (2002/49/EC). This proposal results from experimental data measured on a sample30
of vehicles. Considering the fairly limited vehicle dataset involved in this study, this proposal is a first step towards
taking these new vehicles into consideration in CNOSSOS-EU. The study was conducted within the framework of
the project FOREVER (Future Operational Impacts of Electric Vehicles on national European Roads), aiming more
widely at assessing the acoustical impact of these new vehicle propulsion technologies, according to projections of
their medium-term deployment in the vehicle fleet. The European regulation No 540/2014 imposes on manufacturers35
of electric and hybrid vehicles in the near future to equip their vehicles with Acoustic Vehicle Alerting Systems
(AVAS) to improve the auditory detectability by other vulnerable road users. Since the presence of such systems on
these vehicles was still marginal at the time of the study, they have not been considered in the vehicle noise emission.
The standard CNOSSOS-EU method, as stated in section 2, sets ICE vehicle noise emission through two com-
ponents: a propulsion noise component and a rolling noise component, both described in octave bands for specific40
reference conditions and various vehicle categories. Correction terms are available if conditions differ from the ref-
erence ones. Section 3 specifically concerns electric vehicles. It derives the corresponding propulsion noise compo-
nent from measurements performed on a sample of electric vehicles by setting new correction terms to be applied
to the original ICE propulsion data (subsection 3.1). The rolling noise component is inferred from a sample of
environmentally-friendly tyres — including tyres recommended for electric vehicles — measured on one electric ve-45
hicle (subsection 3.2). Incidentally, the rolling noise levels and the corresponding tyre ranking are compared with the
European labels set up to inform the consumer on their environmental performance. Finally, the complete EV noise
emission model is compared with the standard ICE model (section 4). Lastly, some conclusions will be drawn on the
effective impact of these new vehicles, considering also various road surface types.
2. Vehicle noise emission in the European model CNOSSOS-EU50
The Common NOise aSSessment methOdS (CNOSSOS-EU) were developed with the main objective “to build
a set of consistent tools capable of providing comparable results from the strategic noise mapping carried out by
the EU member states to fulfil their obligation under the European Directive on the Assessment and Management
of Environmental Noise (2002/49/EC)” [11]. They include specifications for road traffic, railway traffic, aircraft and
industrial noise. Only the road traffic part is concerned and reported here. The road traffic noise prediction relies55
on the description of the source emission and on the calculation of the sound propagation. At the basis of the noise
source emission is the specification of a single moving equivalent vehicle. Since 2012, some amendments have been
proposed. They have been introduced in the description below, according to the updated final version [13].
The CNOSSOS-EU model is based on a combination of four categories of vehicle, according to their size and
number of axles. Light vehicles correspond to category 1. This category is of particular interest in the present study60
and concerns “passenger cars, delivery vans less than 3.5 tons, Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs), Multi-Purpose Vehicles
(MPVs) including trailers and caravans”. Medium-heavy and heavy vehicles are respectively in categories 2 and 3.
Category 4 concerns powered two-wheelers. A fifth category, named ‘open category’, has been left available for future
needs.
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Figure 1: Location of the equivalent point source on light vehicles (from [11])
In each category, the individual vehicle is represented by one single point source placed 0.05 m over the road65
surface (Figure 1). The noise contribution of a vehicle is described by the sound power emitted in dB in semi-free
field conditions. Implicitly, the model refers to internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. CNOSSOS-EU provides
a similar noise emission model for all vehicles in categories 1 to 3 (light, medium and heavy vehicles), composed
of a propulsion noise component and a rolling noise component, each one depending on the vehicle speed through
two specific parameters A and B which are given in octave bands (from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz) for each category. For70
category 4, the rolling noise component is nonexistent since the propulsion noise is supposed to be dominating.
The equations of the noise emission model are available at all speeds greater than 20 km/h. At speeds lower than
20 km/h, the sound power level in the model remains equal to the value at 20 km/h [13]. In each category, correction
coefficients can be applied to the model components if the conditions deviate from the reference conditions. These
correction terms are either constant, speed dependent, or dependent on another parameter. The reference conditions75
include [11]:
• a constant vehicle speed,
• a flat and dry road,
• an air temperature of 20oC,
• a virtual reference road surface consisting of an average of Dense Asphalt Concrete (DAC) 0/11 and Stone80
Mastic Asphalt (SMA) 0/11, between 2 and 7 years old,
• no studded tyres.
2.1. Propulsion noise component
The propulsion noise is defined as a linear function of the speed v. It includes the contributions from the driveline,
i.e. engine, exhaust, gears, air intake, etc. The sound power level LWP,i is formulated by:85
LWP,i(v) = AP,i + BP,i
(
v − vre f
vre f
)
+ ∆LWP,i(v) (1)
where
• AP,i and BP,i are the propulsion noise coefficients given in the octave band i (from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz) for the
reference speed v = 70 km/h. They are specific to each vehicle category.
• ∆LWP,i(v) is a sum of correction coefficients for conditions deviating from the reference conditions, accounting
respectively for the road surface type (∆LWP,road,i), the effect of acceleration near traffic lights or roundabouts90
(∆LWP,acc,i), and the effect of road gradients (∆LWP,grad,i):
∆LWP,i(v) = ∆LWP,road,i + ∆LWP,acc,i + ∆LWP,grad,i(v) (2)
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2.2. Rolling noise component
The rolling noise (including the aerodynamic noise) is defined as a logarithmic function of the speed v. The sound
power level LWR,i is formulated by:
LWR,i(v) = AR,i + BR,i log
(
v
vre f
)
+ ∆LWR,i(v) (3)
where95
• AR,i and BR,i are the rolling noise coefficients given in the octave band i (from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz) for the
reference speed vre f = 70 km/h. They are specific to each vehicle category.
• ∆LWR,i(v) is a sum of correction factors taking into account respectively the road surface type (∆LWR,road,i), the
proportion of vehicles with studded tyres (∆Lstudded,i), the effect of acceleration near traffic lights or roundabout
(∆LWR,acc,i), the effect of temperature τ (∆LW,temp):100
∆LWR,i(v) = ∆LWR,road,i(v) + ∆Lstudded,i(v) + ∆LWR,acc,i + ∆LW,temp(τ) (4)
2.3. Road surfaces
Spectral correction factors may be applied to the vehicle noise emission model if the road surface type acoustically
differs from the reference one. The propulsion noise component is affected in the case of porous surfaces only, so as
to convey the absorption property of these surfaces. Spectral correction factors for the rolling noise component are
recommended both for dense and porous surfaces. They follow the equations [11]:105
dense or porous sur f aces : ∆LWR,road,i(v) = αi + β log
(
v
vre f
)
(5)
porous sur f aces only : ∆LWP,road,i = min {αi; 0} (6)
where ∆LWR,road,i and ∆LWP,road,i are the correction terms of the rolling and the propulsion noise respectively. αi is
the spectral correction in dB in the octave band i at the reference speed vre f , and β is the speed effect, both coefficient
values being specific to each vehicle category. Equation 6 is only available for porous surfaces and can only express
a propulsion noise reduction.
Correction coefficient values corresponding to fourteen road surfaces are provided in the amended version of110
CNOSSOS [13], with a speed range validity specific to each surface. In the following, in addition to the reference sur-
face of the method, illustrations of the model will be provided for two other surfaces, selected as being representative
of a common dense surface and a low noise pervious surface in several National Road Methods:
• SMA-NL8: Stone Mastic Asphalt with stones of maximum 8 mm, as a dense surface,
• Thin layer A: Thin layer low noise asphalt Type A, as a pervious surface.115
In this paper, the noise prediction model is investigated by considering sound pressure levels at the standard
position located at 7.5 m from the lane centre and at a height of 1.2 m, the vehicle being represented in every respect
as stated in CNOSSOS-EU either in the reference conditions or with either of the two other road surfaces selected
above. Figure 2 represents the propulsion noise component, the rolling noise component and the total noise in each
octave band from 125 to 4000 Hz, whereas figure 3 shows the noise emitted by the vehicle and received at the120
track side in global levels. The porous absorption property is mainly noticeable in the octave bands from and above
1000 Hz and has equal effects on each noise component due to the CNOSSOS model principle for porous surfaces.
Consequently it does not change the relative importance of the propulsion and the rolling noise. These three surfaces
form the conditions retained for the ICE vehicle noise emission to be subsequently compared with the EVs emission.
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Figure 2: Sound Pressure Level in dB(A) per octave band at 7.5 m from the track centre associated with the conventional vehicle noise emission
of CNOSSOS-EU, in the reference conditions (black), with the SMA-NL8 (red) and the Thin Layer A (green) road surfaces – propulsion noise
component (– –), rolling noise component (· · ·), total noise (—)
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Figure 3: Global Sound Pressure Level in dB(A) at 7.5 m from the track centre associated with the conventional vehicle noise emission of
CNOSSOS-EU, in the reference conditions (black), with the SMA-NL8 (red) and the Thin Layer A (green) road surfaces – propulsion noise
component (– –), rolling noise component (· · ·), total noise (—)
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3. Noise emission from electric vehicles125
The approach followed to derive a model for electric vehicles in the CNOSSOS method results from two main
experimental investigations conducted in parallel, for determining a propulsion noise component and a rolling noise
component:
• propulsion noise component: the noise emission of a sample of electrically powered vehicles has been explored
and compared with a sample of several ICE vehicles, both measured on one common test road,130
• rolling noise component: the noise emission of a sample of different tyre types with the same size, fitted to one
electric vehicle and selected as environmentally friendly, has been evaluated on one test road.
In itself, this process differs from the methodology originally used for defining CNOSSOS-EU, which relied on
statistics based on a wide number of ICE vehicle measurements. As such, the present electric vehicle/tyre sample
cannot be considered as statistically significant but constitutes a first step towards the definition of a validated model.135
Electrically driven vehicles are well-known to be low-noise vehicles. Thus, it may be difficult to perform meaning-
ful noise emission measurement in a common background noise environment, in particular in some frequency bands.
Consequently, the analysis bandwidth considered as valid in this study ranges from the octave 125 Hz to the octave
4000 Hz and global levels refer to this frequency range.
3.1. Propulsion noise emission of electric vehicles140
3.1.1. Evidence for correcting EV propulsion noise component
Noise emission data measured in similar conditions from a sample of eight different electrically powered vehicles
have been gathered, involving both small and larger light vehicles. Five of them were tested on a DAC 0/10 road
surface from low speeds up to 110 km/h and three others on a SMA 0/14 surface up to 50 km/h. Both road surfaces
are dense surfaces but with a different roughness. The acoustic quantity considered is the LAFmax at vehicle cruise-by145
on a microphone located at a distance of 7.5 m from the track centre and at a height of 1.2 m, in accordance with
standard Controlled Pass-by (CPB) experimental conditions [14]. Global levels as well as levels in octave bands, from
125 Hz to 4000 Hz, are considered. Noise levels increase mostly linearly with log(speed), but the trend is generally
not linear in the low frequency bands. Based on what is most appropriate, linear or quadratic regression curves are
used for representing the noise increase with log(speed) (Figures 4 and 5). When comparing with the propulsion150
noise component of the CNOSSOS-EU model – which is independent of the road surface as far as dense surfaces are
involved – and temporarily putting aside the rolling noise contribution, it turns out that in several octave bands and in
global levels, the sole propulsion noise component clearly overestimates the total noise of the vehicle at low speed,
bringing up the need for an adaptation of this component to EVs in the prediction model.
3.1.2. Selection and description of the approach155
The proposal for a description of light electric vehicles in CNOSSOS can be considered in two ways, either by
defining a new vehicle category (using the ‘open category’ opportunity offered in CNOSSOS-EU) or by recommend-
ing additional correction coefficients to the noise components available for category 1.
As a preliminary, some information concerning ICE vehicles should be mentioned. Most ICE vehicles are
equipped with a gearbox offering discrete transmission ratios, so that engine speed and vehicle speed are linked160
together according to the selected gear, involving a two parameter (engine rpm and gear ratio) relationship to vehicle
speed. Propulsion noise sources and rolling noise sources are often neighbouring due to the position of the engine in
the proximity of an axle. Even though common source separation methods like beamforming may fail to clearly dis-
tinguish them through their positions at some frequencies, the consideration of the two parameter degrees of freedom
of the driveline introduces a complementary noise separation ability [9].165
Previous attempts for separating propulsion from rolling noise in the sound measures performed at electric vehicle
pass-by have not been successful. In fact, electric vehicles have generally no gearbox. Thus, vehicle speed and engine
speed, respectively leading rolling noise and propulsion noise components, are proportional and form a single degree
of freedom. While the tyre-road contact area and the electric motor1 are very close noise sources, the above noise
1mostly located in close proximity or above the front (resp. rear) axle depending on vehicle models – or both axles in case of a four-wheel
driven vehicle.
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Figure 4: Global maximum pass-by sound pressure level in dB(A) at constant speed for different EVs on a DAC 0/10 road surface (—) and on a
SMA 0/14 road surface (—) – Propulsion noise component of CNOSSOS-EU in reference conditions (– · –).
component separation approach through parameter degrees of freedom becomes ineffective [9]. Moreover, electric170
motor noise is characterized by emerging tones linked to orders, shifting from one octave band to the other depending
on vehicle speed, with significant differences between EV models [15]. In the present situation where knowledge
on outside electric propulsion noise is still incomplete, it would be a mistake to propose a definite speed-dependent
mathematical expression describing the propulsion noise contribution in each octave. Although the global propulsion
noise radiated involves low levels relatively to rolling noise, its relative contribution can remain significant in some175
frequency bands. Thus, until a more adequate statement is available, the present approach is proposed:
• the current model for category 1 is used, as expressed in equations (1) and (3),
• a constant correction coefficient ∆LWP,EV,i is introduced on the propulsion noise in each octave i for EVs,
• the rolling noise component will be discussed in section 3.2.
This proposal implies that the model of EV propulsion noise level linearly increases in each octave with the same180
slope than ICE vehicles, which has no technical basis at this time but offers a simple and factually acceptable solution.
Indeed, electric propulsion noise occurs to affect total noise in some octave bands and at very low speeds only. Thus,
although not strictly correct, the exact trend with speed actually has an insignificant effect on the total noise at higher
speeds. If the rolling noise is significantly reduced in future, then this statement should certainly be reconsidered.
Since the dataset available for the analysis mainly refers to vehicle speeds larger than 20 km/h, extrapolation is not185
accepted here and the following developments are valid at speeds over 20 km/h.
Consequently, within the reference conditions defined in CNOSSOS-EU, the EV propulsion noise is given by:
LWP,EV,i(v) = AP,i + BP,i
(
v − vre f
vre f
)
+ ∆LWP,EV,i (7)
where
• AP,i and BP,i are the official CNOSSOS-EU coefficients expressed in the octave band i for vehicle category 1,
and for the reference speed vre f = 70 km/h [11].190
• ∆LWP,EV,i is the correction coefficient to be introduced for EVs in the octave band i.
Practically, these correction coefficients are determined by comparing the sample of EVs to a sample of ICE
vehicles on the same test site, other things being equal. The test site with a DAC 0/10 road surface was selected for
this, since it provides the wider speed range and larger vehicle sets. The principle of the approach used to determine
the correction coefficients involves the following steps in each octave band:195
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Figure 5: Maximum pass-by sound pressure level in dB(A) at constant speed for different EVs in octave bands on a DAC 0/10 road surface (—)
and on a SMA 0/14 road surface (—) – Propulsion noise component of CNOSSOS-EU in reference conditions (– · –).
1. From measurements of ICE vehicles on the DAC 0/10 test road, an ICE propulsion noise component LWP,ICE,i(v)
similar to equation (1) is determined.
2. From the measurement of EVs on the same test site and according to equation (7), the correction coefficient is
given by the difference:
∆LWP,EV,i = LWP,EV,i(v) − LWP,ICE,i(v)200
3.1.3. Determination of the propulsion noise component of the ICE cars
Pass-by noise levels measured at 7.5 m with 11 ICE cars have been used. This set of cars ranges from small to
large passenger cars, including a SUV2. Seven cars have a diesel engine and four have a gasoline engine. Since the
propulsion noise level of this car sample slightly differs from CNOSSOS-EU, the model is first adjusted to better fit
the data, as described below.205
In a first step, each ICE car is considered individually. For each one (numbered with n from 1 to 11), the noise
levels were measured over a wide range of vehicle speeds and engine speeds. Then, the total noise level in octave i
is decomposed in a powertrain noise level component (LW,powertrain,n,i function of the engine speed rpm) and a rolling
noise level component (LW,rolling,n,i function of the vehicle speed v) [16]:
LW,n,i(rpm, v) = LW,powertrain,n,i(rpm) ⊕ LW,rolling,n,i(v) (8)
LW,powertrain,n,i(rpm) = ap,n,i + bp,n,i log
(
rpm
rpmre f
)
(9)
LW,rolling,n,i(v) = ar,n,i + br,n,i log
(
v
vre f
)
(10)
The coefficients ap,n,i, bp,n,i, ar,n,i and br,n,i are determined by a classic optimization procedure involving the measures210
and the previous model. Then, the powertrain noise level in octave i representative of car n in usual driving conditions
is inferred for a specific strategy of gear shifting (which uniquely relates the engine rpm to vehicle speed), based on
the car engine power [9]. Thus, the powertrain noise – and the total noise recomposed accordingly from both noise
2Sport Utility Vehicle
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components – exhibits a series of switchbacks as a function of the sole vehicle speed, due to the gear shifts. Finally,
these results for the 11 cars are used to derive an average model of the car set consistent with CNOSSOS model, as215
described below.
In each octave, the mean total noise LW,ICE,i(v) (respectively the mean LWroll,ICE,i(v) of the rolling noise compo-
nents) is averaged from the 11 ICE cars. These represent the average ICE car. Finally, the best fit for the propulsion
noise model of the average ICE car consistent with CNOSSOS-EU is calculated by using:
LW,ICE,i(v) = LWP,ICE,i(v) ⊕ LWroll,ICE,i(v) (11)
with:220
LWP,ICE,i(v) = AP,ICE,i + BP,i
(
v − vre f
vre f
)
(12)
where AP,ICE,i(v) is the only unknown parameter, determined in each octave band through the optimisation process.
BP,i is given in CNOSSOS-EU (Category 1). Thus, LWP,ICE,i(v) has the same trend as the CNOSSOS-EU propulsion
component; only the intercept is modified. It turns out that the propulsion noise component has always a significant
contribution in the total noise, at least at low speed. Its lowest contribution occurs in octave 1000 Hz, where it is
evaluated only 3.5 dB(A) below rolling noise. Hence the optimization result for parameter AP,ICE,i is considered as225
accurate enough and meaningful in all octave bands.
3.1.4. Determination of the propulsion noise component of EVs
Similarly, the average of the EV noise levels is calculated in each octave. The corresponding propulsion noise
component is determined by fitting a 2-component model to the average data:
LW,EV,i(v) = LWP,EV,i(v) ⊕ LWR,EV,i(v) (13)
where230
LWP,EV,i(v) = AP,EV,i + BP,i
(
v − vre f
vre f
)
(14)
LWR,EV,i(v) = AR,EV,i + BR,i log
(
v
vre f
)
(15)
with two unknowns AP,EV,i and AR,EV,i. BP,i (resp. BR,i) is the slope of the propulsion (resp. rolling) noise component
given in CNOSSOS-EU.
The correction coefficient is given by
∆LWP,EV,i = LWP,EV,i(v) − LWP,ICE,i(v) = AP,EV,i − AP,ICE,i
which is a constant specific to each octave. In the octave bands where rolling noise is widely dominating, the estimated
propulsion noise level of the average EV is very small. In these cases and for displaying consistent values while
assuring an insignificant contribution of the component, the correction coefficient has been arbitrarily limited to -235
15 dB(A).
Table 1: Correction coefficients ∆LWP,EV,i for the propulsion noise component, to be applied to CNOSSOS-EU propulsion noise component for the
light vehicles in all-electric mode.
Octave 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz
Correction coeff. -1.7 dB -4.2 dB -15 dB -15 dB -15 dB -13.8 dB
3.1.5. EV propulsion noise model
The model of the electric propulsion noise component, in the reference conditions [11], is expressed by:
LWP,EV,i(v) = AP,i + BP,i
(
v − vre f
vre f
)
+ ∆LWP,EV,i (16)
where
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• AP,i and BP,i are the official CNOSSOS-EU coefficients expressed in the octave band i for ICE vehicle category 1240
and the reference speed vre f = 70 km/h.
• ∆LWP,EV,i is the correction coefficient to be introduced for EVs in the octave band i. The values of ∆LWP,EV,i are
given in Table 1 and have been arbitrarily limited to -15 dB(A).
For completeness, it would be appropriate to verify the adequacy of the other correction terms provided in
CNOSSOS-EU, in particular regarding the effect of road gradients and acceleration/deceleration for EVs. This has245
not been addressed in this study.
3.2. Rolling noise emission of electric vehicles
Electric vehicles are mostly equipped with tyres offering a low rolling resistance in order to favour low energy
consumption and consequently a higher driving range, which is an essential argument for the expansion of this vehicle
technology. However, these do not form a majority part of the tyre models available in the EU market [17]. Some250
models have also been specifically developed for or selected by electric vehicle manufacturers. On the other end,
CNOSSOS-EU mainly relies on data gathered in the early 2000s, with a vehicle fleet equipped with an older tyre
generation than nowadays. This section focusses on rolling noise from tyres appropriate for electric vehicles and
compares it to the CNOSSOS-EU rolling noise model in order to assess its representativeness for this vehicle category.
3.2.1. Assessment of the noise emission from a set of tyres255
Experimental approach. Tyre-road noise produced by an electric vehicle fitted with various tyre types has been anal-
ysed by controlled pass-by measurements (CPB) at constant speed with motor running (cruise-by)3 [14]. The mea-
surement set-up was as close as possible to common standards on vehicle noise [18, 6]. The physical parameter used is
the maximum A-weighted sound pressure level (LAFmax) during the pass-by of a test vehicle at steady speed, recorded
on a microphone located 7.5 m from the track centre and at a height of 1.2 m above ground, either in global levels260
or in octave bands. All sound pressure levels have been normalised to the reference air temperature 20oC, using a
correction of 0.08 dB/oC as given in the CNOSSOS-EU model.
The test road, covered with asphalt concrete of 11 mm chipping size (AC11), was located between two fields
with short vegetation. The standard specification allows a surface with significant absorption between the microphone
and the road over a relative length not greater than 50%. However, this condition was not fulfilled, the road surface265
accounting for 25% of the whole length. For the configuration involved, excess attenuations have been estimated
using the Rasmussen model [19] and correction values have been applied to the measured values as described in
Appendix 2. Thus, the corrected noise levels used in the analysis are reduced to a configuration offering the same
uniform reflecting surface from the driving lane to the microphone position. The corrected global levels encompass
the frequency range 110 to 5610 Hz.270
Four identical test tyres (dimension 205/55 R16) were fitted on a Renault Fluence Z.E. and the pass-by noise
emission was measured at several constant speeds between 10 km/h and 130 km/h. Eight different sets of tyres, listed
as A to H in Table 2, have been tested. All tyre models were selected for their good rolling resistance performance
(EU-label A or B amongst an actual A-G label range), since this represents a critical parameter for energy consumption
and consequently the electric range of the vehicle. None of them is exclusively dedicated to electric vehicles, but tyre275
B is the normal equipment selected by the vehicle manufacturer for the Renault Fluence Z.E.
An additional tyre (tyre I in Table 2) has been tested. It has the particularity to have been specifically developped
by the manufacturer for an electric vehicle (Renault ZOE). The additional tests carried out here with this tyre involve
a different car, different tyre dimensions (195/55 R16), a different test site – but also with an AC11 road surface – and
a lower maximum speed. This difference is outlined with italics in Table 2.280
After a careful examination of the noise levels at low speed with regard to background noise levels, a 3 dB
criterion for the minimum difference between the test sound pressure level and the background noise level was used
for validating the data, without correction on the levels.
The analysis focuses mainly on the relative tyre differences and the sound pressure level is analyzed in regard to
speed.285
3Coast-by conditions are unfeasible on electric vehicles with no gearbox since the clutch cannot be disengaged. Releasing the accelerator pedal
immediately calls for the energy recovery system, involving a higher deceleration rate and a new noise source contribution.
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Table 2: Set of tyres selected for the measurements. The EU label is in the format {Rolling Resistance / Wet Grip / Noise Emission} (see details in
Section 3.2.2).
Tag Dimensions EU Label
A 205/55 R16 91H B/A/68
B 205/55 R16 91H C/C/68
C 205/55 R16 91V B/B/67
D 205/55 R16 91H B/B/70
E 205/55 R16 91V A/C/70
F 205/55 R16 91H B/B/69
G 205/55 R16 91W B/A/70
H 205/55 R16 91H B/B/70
I 195/55 R16 91Q A/A/70
Global level and octave band analysis. The maximum global noise levels measured at pass-by and constant speed
exhibit a quite linear behaviour with log(speed) (Figure 6). The regression coefficients are given in Table 3. The
difference between the quietest and the noisiest tyre on the Fluence Z.E., estimated from the regression lines, varies
between 2.1 and 3.6 dB(A) over the speed range. All things being equal, tyres A and B are the noisiest whereas
the quietest tyres are D at low speed and H at high speed. The tyre I, measured in somewhat different conditions as290
reported before, meets with the less noisy ones. Tyre ranking relative to noise does not change much throughout the
speed range.
The levels in octave bands are taken at the time of the maximum of the overall level. Per frequency band, the
sound levels do not systematically increase linearly with log(speed), especially at low speed where propulsion noise
may contribute in cruise-by conditions (cf. section 3.1). However, rolling noise is predominant at least at high speed.295
The octave noise level difference among tyres at a given speed is often wider than with global levels, and the tyre
ranking may dramatically change from one octave band to another (Figure 7). For making figure reading easier only,
either linear or quadratic regression curves have been added to Figure 7 for each tyre case.
Table 3: Regression equations of the maximum global noise level for the 9 tyres at cruise-by (vre f = 70 km/h).
Tyre Regression equation Coefficient of
determination (R2)
A LAFmax = 33.5 log( vvre f ) + 74.3 0.994
B LAFmax = 34.7 log( vvre f ) + 74.7 0.992
C LAFmax = 36.3 log( vvre f ) + 73.0 0.997
D LAFmax = 36.3 log( vvre f ) + 72.7 0.995
E LAFmax = 34.0 log( vvre f ) + 73.4 0.987
F LAFmax = 34.9 log( vvre f ) + 73.3 0.993
G LAFmax = 34.2 log( vvre f ) + 73.6 0.999
H LAFmax = 34.4 log( vvre f ) + 72.5 0.998
I LAFmax = 37.4 log( vvre f ) + 72.7 0.989
3.2.2. EU exterior noise label and low-noise tyres
The EU labels, used for tyre marking, intend to inform the consumer on the tyre performance relating to fuel300
consumption, safety on wet road and environmental noise emission, the last one being of particular concern here
(Figure 8). The two former are expressed respectively through the rolling resistance and the wet grip, each being
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Figure 6: Global maximum pass-by sound pressure level in dB(A) at constant speed for different tyres – the symbols mark the individual measure-
ments used for the regression, the dotted lines are extrapolation areas.
indicated by letters grading from A (highest performance) to G (least performing tyres)4. However, the exterior noise
label expresses two concepts: an absolute rolling noise level and a positioning relative to the type approval noise limit,
which varies with tyre class and width. A 3-black wave pictogram stands for a tyre with a noise level larger than the305
noise limit value, a 2-black wave pictogram indicates a noise level situated 0 to 3 dB under the noise limit while a 1-
black wave pictogram is used for a noise value at least 3 dB below the noise limit. The labels are determined according
to procedures described in the UN (ECE) regulation No. 117 [6]. The exterior noise measurement conditions and
method for light vehicle tyres include the following specifications:
• The road surface shall be in accordance with ISO 10844:2011. The test site shall offer semi-free field conditions.310
• The vehicle is fitted with four identical tyres.
• The A-weighted maximum sound pressure level (time weighting Fast) is recorded at vehicle coast-by (engine
off, gear at neutral) on microphones located 7.5 m from the track centre line and 1.2 m above the ground.
• Temperature corrections are applied, according to the test surface temperature, to normalize to the reference
20oC.315
A minimum of eight measurements on each vehicle side is required, with test speeds ranging from 70 to 90 km/h. A
regression equation relating the maximum noise level to log(speed) is determined, and the noise level at the reference
speed 80 km/h is inferred. The final result is reduced by 1 dB(A) to take account of measuring inaccuracies and
rounded down to the nearest whole value.
In this subsection the EU noise labels of the nine tyres tested and the resulting tyre ranking are compared with the320
noise levels measured with the tyres fitted to the Fluence Z.E. and the ZOE. Consequences for a concept of low noise
tyres related to EU labels are inferred.
Comparison of the measurement results with the EU noise labels. The EU noise labels of the eight tyres fitted to the
Fluence Z.E. and the tyre fitted to the ZOE, as listed in Table 2, are compared with the corrected noise levels measured
on the AC11 road surface, through a calculation at the reference speed 80 km/h based on the regression lines displayed325
in Figure 6. As might be expected due to road texture differences, the actual noise levels on the AC11 surface are
higher than the EU Noise Label. But the main observations here concern noise level scattering and tyre ranking. It
turns out that the noise measurements at 80 km/h have a reduced spread on AC11 against the EU labels. Furthermore,
the EU noise label does not properly reflect the tyre ranking given by the noise measurement performed on the AC11
surface since no common trend can be noticed between noise labels and the actual noise levels (Figure 9).330
4The label D is never used (empty class) for a better separation between tyres with good and bad performance. The class G is empty for the wet
grip only.
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Figure 7: Maximum pass-by sound pressure level in dB(A) at constant speed for different tyres in octave bands – the symbols mark the individual
measurements used for the regression.
Table 4: Impact of a tyre low-noise criterium on EV noise emission on AC11 – [NL = EU tyre Noise Label ; LV = EU Limit Value = 71
dB(A)]
Low-noise criterium Tyres concerned Average noise level
at 80 km/h on AC11
NL ≤ LV − 1 all 75.4 dB(A)
NL ≤ LV − 2 A, B, C, F 75.8 dB(A)
NL ≤ LV − 3 A, B, C 76.0 dB(A)
Other recent studies pointed out similar findings, suggesting a lack of representativeness of the exterior noise EU-
labels with actual noise levels on operational road surfaces [20, 21, 22]. The adequacy of the ISO surface for inferring
tyre ranking on actual roads is questioned and has implications on the concept of low-noise tyres, as presented below.
Low-noise tyres. The concept of low-noise tyres has not yet been clearly defined, as underlined in [23]. It can be
stated as referring to tyres granted with a noise label either 1 dB or 2 dB under the type approval limit value, or even335
3 dB lower than the limit value which corresponds to a noise label rating with a 1-wave pictogram. The impact of one
or the other definition of a low-noise tyre within the tyre set previously measured is analysed.
All the nine tyres investigated (Fluence and ZOE) belong to the same tyre subclass C1b featured with a nominal
section width of 185 to 215 mm and a type approval limit value of 71 dB(A) [6]. They all comply with this rolling
noise limit value. Several low-noise criteria, based on the EU tyre noise label compared to the EU limit value, have340
been considered. In each case, the tyres satisfying the condition have been selected and the average EV noise level
with these tyres at 80 km/h on the AC11 road surface has been computed. The selected tyres turn out to be equally
among the noisiest and the quietest out of the tyre set (Table 4). The lack of connection between the noise labels
and the actual noise values measured during the vehicle pass-by tests would paradoxically lead to a slight (if not
insignificant) worsening of the emitted noise if choosing more stringent tyre noise criteria based on the standard tyre345
labels.
Specific tyres fitted to electric vehicles. Within the tyre collection used for the measurements, two tyres may be more
common with regard to electric vehicles:
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Figure 8: Example of an EU tyre label [from European Union].
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Figure 9: Comparison of the global noise levels measured on AC11 at 80 km/h with the exterior noise labels, for the nine tyres of the tyre set.
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• tyre B which, though also available on the market for any vehicle, has been selected by the car manufacturer to
exclusively fit the Fluence Z.E.,350
• tyre I which has been specifically designed for the ZOE.
When comparing the results specific to these two tyres with the overall noise range of the nine tyre measurements, it
turns out that one of them belongs to the loudest tyres whereas the other is among the quietest tyres of the collection
over the measurement speed range [17]. Thus, it can be inferred that, when rolling noise is the dominant source, a
fleet of electric vehicles fitted with such tyres would not lead to a different global noise level than with common tyres.355
It may be recalled that these two tyres have been measured with different vehicles on different test sites with similar
types of road surface: the result discrepancies cannot be definitely attributed to the sole tyre contribution and road
texture differences might be suspected as well.
These findings are consistent with a behaviour which has also been pointed out by Ejsmont et al. [24] or Berge
at al. [25] and in agreement with their point of view that “tires specially designed for Low Emission Vehicles are not360
particularly quiet. At best they emit tire/road noise of ‘average’ level”.
3.2.3. Rolling noise of EVs and CNOSSOS-EU
This section investigates the relevance of corrections for the rolling noise component in CNOSSOS-EU. It relies
on the latter measurements performed with eight different tyres and the Fluence Z.E on an AC11 surface, and on
the former measurements carried out in section 2.1 with five light vehicles running in electric mode on a DAC 0/10365
road surface. The measurements are compared with the rolling noise model already available from CNOSSOS-EU. A
course is proposed accordingly for EVs rolling noise.
Investigations with the Fluence Z.E. The support of the experimental point cloud obtained from the eight tyres is
considered here, as a sample of the extent of tyre diversity. The set of measured noise values is represented by a
red surface (see Figures 10 and 11) including all noise levels measured at all speeds and for the eight tyres. For370
comparison, a prediction model derived from CNOSSOS-EU is computed. The propulsion noise component is the
model specified in section 3.1 for predicting the propulsion noise from electric vehicles. The rolling noise component
is those given by the CNOSSOS-EU method for conventional ICE vehicles. Since the measurement road surface is
consistent with the CNOSSOS-EU reference conditions, no road correction term is added.
Investigation with 5 electric vehicles. The measurements involved five light vehicles of different sizes running in375
electric mode, involving various tyre sizes and makes/models. The test site had a DAC 0/10 road surface. The
set of noise values measured at 7.5 m is represented by a green surface (see Figures 10 and 11) including all the
regression curves describing the noise emission of the five vehicles in electric mode. A prediction model derived
from CNOSSOS-EU is determined, where the propulsion noise component is the model specified in section 3.1 for
predicting the propulsion noise from electric vehicles. The rolling noise component derives from the CNOSSOS-EU380
method for conventional vehicles, but a correction term has been included to take account of the actual road surface
which differs from the CNOSSOS reference conditions. Details on this correction term are given in the appendix.
Discussion. The measurement results and the associated prediction models are given in global levels and in octave
bands in Figures 10 and 11. Only the rolling noise and the total noise of the model are plotted. Since CNOSSOS-EU is
an average model intended to represent an average vehicle on an average road surface whereas the sample dispersion385
may be significant, we will consider the model as satisfactory if the total noise is not disjoint from the corresponding
coloured surface over most of the speed range.
The model (solid red line) overestimates only slightly the collection of global values measured on the AC11 test
site (red patch). It is also satisfactory in the octaves 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 4000 Hz. However, the rolling noise
component seems underestimated by 2-3 dB(A) in the octaves 125 Hz and 250 Hz, particularly noticeable at high390
speed, and is clearly overestimated by at least 3 dB(A) in the octave 2000 Hz with a significant contribution to global
levels.
The corrected model (solid green line) fits satisfactorily to the collection of global values measured on DAC 0/10
(green patch). Except for the octave 125 Hz where the results at high speed might require a slightly higher rolling
noise contribution, the model is quite satisfactory in all the other octaves, particularly at high speed where the rolling395
noise contribution is dominating.
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Figure 10: Global noise levels at 7.5 m measured with the 8 tyres fitted to the Fluence ZE on AC11 (red surface) and the 5 vehicles in electric
modes on DAC 0/10 (green surface) with the respective prediction models – dashed line: rolling noise model – continuous line: total noise model
Inference for the rolling noise of EVs in CNOSSOS-EU. Taking account of the following findings on tyres and electric
vehicles:
• The selection of tyres for electric vehicles by car and tyre manufacturers is firstly driven by energy efficiency re-
quirements, relying on the rolling resistance performance of the tyre. Consideration of rolling noise is somewhat400
of secondary importance.
• No evidence of a trend between the rolling resistance performance and the rolling noise measured on actual
road surfaces could be found [21, 17].
• The few tyres selected by car manufacturers to be fitted on their electric vehicles and tested to date do not
acoustically behave differently from conventional tyres.405
• Any tyre selection relying on a low-noise requirement based on EU noise labels would have no obvious effect
on the rolling noise measured on actual road surfaces.
as well as the following findings based on the joint observation at high speeds of the measurement results and of
the CNOSSOS-EU model corrected for the EV propulsion noise and without any modification of the rolling noise
component (except for a correction linked with the road surface type):410
• the model depicts noise levels measured on the DAC 0/10 quite well.
• the model depicts the noise levels measured on AC11 quite well in global levels, but with more or less significant
discrepancies according to the octave bands.
it may be inferred, from the present perspective, that no correction is required for the rolling noise component given
in CNOSSOS-EU.415
4. Complete model of the electric vehicle noise emission
As a synthesis, we recommend the following extension of the standard CNOSSOS-EU model for representing
the noise emission of electrically powered light vehicles in environmental noise prediction, available from the octave
125 Hz to the octave 4000 Hz:
• propulsion noise component: to apply equation (16) with the correction terms proposed in Table 1,420
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Figure 11: Noise levels in octave bands at 7.5 m measured with the 8 tyres on AC11 and the 5 vehicles in electric modes on DAC 0/10 – same
legend as Figure 10
• rolling noise component: to use ‘as it is’ the rolling noise component given by CNOSSOS-EU for conventional
vehicles.
Due to the limited amount of data available for assessing the proposed model, further investigation is required and any
additional data are welcome to refine/validate the model.
4.1. Comparison of the EV noise model to conventional vehicles in reference conditions425
The EV noise model in octave bands is illustrated in Figure 12 for the reference road surface and two other
surfaces (SMA-NL8 and Thin Layer A, see section 2.3). Although our approach relies on data from EVs measured
within the range [20-90 km/h], the EV model has been extrapolated up to 110 km/h, considering that propulsion noise
is insignificant at these high speeds and the total noise is dominated by rolling noise, itself available in CNOSSOS-EU
up to 130 km/h.430
In the case of the reference road surface, when considering octave bands below 250 Hz the EV propulsion noise
reduction in comparison to conventional vehicles in Figure 2 is moderate but factual; even by adding the rolling noise
contribution, the overall noise decrease still remains appreciable over a wide speed range at these frequencies. At
higher frequencies, the propulsion noise reduction is drastic, but the effect on the total noise may be low in the octave
bands where rolling noise clearly dominates.435
The overall global noise emitted by EVs exceeds only very slightly the sole rolling noise contribution in the
reference conditions (Figure 13). Whereas the global EV propulsion noise reduction from conventional vehicles
is large, the overall noise reduction remains more moderate, still reaching 5 dB(A) at 20 km/h but decreasing and
becoming insignificant beyond 40-50 km/h (Table 5).
4.2. Behaviour with other road surfaces440
With a dense road surface offering much quieter rolling noise conditions, the propulsion noise decrease is un-
changed but the overall noise reduction may become more significant at low or even medium speeds. This is only
weakly outlined through the road surface SMA-NL8 which differs very little from the reference one.
On the other hand, a porous road surface like Thin Layer A, since yielding a similar reduction on both the propul-
sion and the rolling noise, equally operates on the emission of conventional light vehicles and EVs: except in cases of445
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Figure 12: Sound Pressure Level in dB(A) in octave bands at 7.5 m from the track centre associated with the electric vehicle noise emission model,
in the reference conditions (black), with the SMA-NL8 (red) and the Thin Layer A (green) road surfaces – Propulsion noise component (– –),
rolling noise component (· · ·), total noise (—)
strong spectral discrepancies, the global sound level difference between these car technologies is quite similar on the
reference or a porous surface.
These vehicle noise level differences actually apply to individual vehicles, as heard for instance by residents or
other users who are sensitive to single events on less busy roads. In case of a traffic stream, mixing conventional and
electric driven cars (not to mention the presence of heavier vehicles), the noise benefit introduced by EVs is weakened450
and becomes minor or even imperceptible, depending on the fraction of electric cars and the type of road surface [26].
Table 5: Global noise level differences in dB(A) between the total noise of the electric vehicle model and the CNOSSOS-EU ICE vehicle model,
respectively on the CNOSSOS-EU reference road surface, the SMA-NL8 and Thin Layer A road surfaces, for various pass-by speeds
Speed Road surface
km/h ref. SMA-NL8 Thin Layer A
20 -5.0 × ×
30 -2.6 × ×
40 -1.6 -1.7 -1.4
50 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
70 -0.6 -0.7 -0.6
90 -0.5 × -0.5
110 -0.4 × -0.4
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Figure 13: Global Sound Pressure Level in dB(A) at 7.5 m from the track centre associated with the electric vehicle noise emission model, in the
reference conditions (black), with the SMA-NL8 (red) and the Thin Layer A (green) road surfaces – Propulsion noise component (– –), rolling
noise component (· · ·), total noise (—)
5. Conclusion
The CNOSSOS-EU method is recommended in Europe for environmental noise prediction. It includes data for
modeling the noise emission of an average conventional vehicle through a propulsion noise component and a rolling
noise component. On the basis of experimental data, the present study showed that this emission model is incorrect455
for electrically powered vehicles (including all-electric vehicles and hybrid vehicles in temporary all-electric mode)
since it overestimates the noise levels in most octave bands at low speed, sometimes up to 50-60 km/h due to an
overvaluation of the propulsion noise contribution. Correction terms to be applied to the propulsion noise component
have been proposed, when driving at a constant speed. It has also been shown that the use of tyres identified as
ecological regarding energy consumption or more specifically targeted for electric vehicles has no significant effect460
on the rolling noise. Thus, the rolling noise component available in CNOSSOS-EU does not need any correction for
electric vehicles. EU tyre labels on exterior noise and the concept of low-noise tyres have been investigated, putting
forward the lack of an obvious relation with the noise emission on the common road surfaces tested in the study.
Owing to the limited vehicle sample as well as transitional statements on propulsion noise behaviour, the new model
for electric vehicles proposed in this paper for speeds over 20 km/h should be considered as a first step towards the465
definition of this vehicle technology in CNOSSOS-EU.
In the reference road surface conditions, involving a virtual road surface consisting of an average of dense asphalt
concrete 0/11 and stone mastic asphalt 0/11, the global noise level at roadside does not exceed much the sole rolling
noise contribution, and the noise reduction by EVs at low speed is significant. This situation may concern urban
driving situations as well as road sections with limited speed or traffic congestion on interurban or national networks.470
However, the approximation of the vehicle noise emission by the sole rolling noise component would turn out to
be insufficient for the calculation of noise exposure at long distance, which is the main scope of the CNOSSOS-EU
methods. Actually, at low speeds the contribution of propulsion noise to the total noise is significant in the lower
frequency bands, where the sound happens to be less attenuated during the propagation over long distances.
The use of a quieter dense road surface can increase the noise reduction by EVs and extend the speed range of475
real effectiveness towards upper speeds. However, a porous road surface equally reduces propulsion and rolling noise
components in CNOSSOS-EU whatever the vehicle and, unless particular frequency properties occur, keeps a global
noise difference between both vehicle technologies similar to those in the reference conditions. In either case, it turns
out that rolling noise and road surfaces play a crucial role in EV noise emission and form the main lever for further
noise reduction by EVs.480
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Appendix 1: Determination of correction terms for a DAC 0/10 road surface in the CNOSSOS-EU rolling noise
component
CNOSSOS-EU recommends applying a spectral correction factor on rolling noise for dense surfaces which differ
from the reference conditions. This correction factor is given by:
∆LWR,i(v) = αi + β log
(
v/vre f
)
20
where αi is the correction in the octave band i at the reference speed vre f and β is the speed effect on rolling noise
reduction (assumed independent of frequency). In the present case, which involves a common French road surface,
the correction terms have been determined by using the data available in DEUFRABASE [27]. This database makes535
average third-octave rolling noise spectra of various road surfaces existing in France and Germany freely available.
From the spectra given for an SMA 11 surface (considered here as being in accordance with CNOSSOS-EU reference
road surface) and for a BBSG 0/10 surface (corresponding to the actual road surface type DAC 0/10), the correction
terms αi given in Table 6 have been determined. DEUFRABASE does not provide any information on the speed index
of the road surfaces. By reference to the French method NMPB08, the two road surfaces belong to the same road540
surface category [28]. Then, the coefficient β has been taken as β = 0.
Table 6: Correction terms αi applied to the CNOSSOS-EU rolling noise component for the DAC 0/10 road surface
Octave i 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz
αi (dB(A)) -0.74 -0.83 -1.91 -2.91 -2.91 -2.19
Appendix 2: Determination of the correction values due to impedance discontinuity between the road and its
vicinity
When determining the rolling noise level at the standard position (distance: 7.50 m and height: 1.20 m), the
national and ISO standards [14, 18] mention that the surface between the vehicle and the microphone has to be545
theoretically homogeneous. In actual situations, this hypothesis is rarely fulfilled and the microphone is often located
in the road vicinity over an absorbing surface (for instance, grass or cultivated fields). In this particular case, the
standards note that if the pavement covers at least 50% of the total distance, the error on the result is insignificant.
In the measurements carried out in section 3.2, the rate between road and neighbouring ground was close to 25%.
In that situation, the effect of the impedance discontinuity has to be taken into account. For the calculation, we used550
the Rasmussen’s model [19] in which the impedances of the respective pavement and grounds are computed according
to the Delany and Bazley impedance model [29]. In this empirical model the complex impedance is calculated from
the airflow resistivity σ of each surface. In the present case, the respective σ values are 100 000 kNsm−4 for the
pavement and between 400 and 1 000 kNsm−4 for the cultivated field. The average correction values adopted in this
paper to assess the equivalent noise levels in 100% reflecting ground conditions are given in Table 7.555
Table 7: Average correction values applied to the measured noise levels in section 3.2
Octave i 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz
dB(A) 0.05 0.38 1.00 1.51 0.54 -1.38
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